Re-identification of individuals in genomic data-sharing beacons via allele inference.
Genomic data-sharing beacons aim to provide a secure, easy to implement and standardized interface for data-sharing by only allowing yes/no queries on the presence of specific alleles in the dataset. Previously deemed secure against re-identification attacks, beacons were shown to be vulnerable despite their stringent policy. Recent studies have demonstrated that it is possible to determine whether the victim is in the dataset, by repeatedly querying the beacon for his/her single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Here, we propose a novel re-identification attack and show that the privacy risk is more serious than previously thought. Using the proposed attack, even if the victim systematically hides informative SNPs, it is possible to infer the alleles at positions of interest as well as the beacon query results with very high confidence. Our method is based on the fact that alleles at different loci are not necessarily independent. We use linkage disequilibrium and a high-order Markov chain-based algorithm for inference. We show that in a simulated beacon with 65 individuals from the European population, we can infer membership of individuals with 95% confidence with only 5 queries, even when SNPs with MAF <0.05 are hidden. We need less than 0.5% of the number of queries that existing works require, to determine beacon membership under the same conditions. We show that countermeasures such as hiding certain parts of the genome or setting a query budget for the user would fail to protect the privacy of the participants. Software is available at http://ciceklab.cs.bilkent.edu.tr/beacon_attack. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.